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Esophageal - gastric cancer anno 2020

• Current therapies that we are using:
• Cisplatinum/carboplatinum – 5-FU de Gramont +/- trastuzumab
• Modified FOLFOX
• Paclitaxel + ramucirumab
• Docetaxel
• Ramucirumab monotherapy
• Modified FOLFIRI
• Trifluridine-tipiracil (= Lonsurf®) recently reimbursed in Belgium

• Immunotherapy: unclear position in first-line gastric cancer; in second- and
third-line gastric-esophageal cancer, there is a benefit in the Asian population, 
MSI-high group, PD-L1 CPS-score ≥ 10 and TMB-high group…



ESMO 2020 and esophageal - gastric cancer



Nivolumab has shown already a significant survival benefit for

heavily pretreated patients with advanced or recurrent (advanced)

gastric/gastroesophageal junction (G/GEJ) cancer:

ATTRACTION-2



ESMO 2020 esophagus-stomach: immunotherapy



























Why OS difference between these two nivolumab gastric studies?

Possible explanation…



















Adjuvant therapy esophageal cancer: 
the same way like we do in melanoma?















Un dolce to finish the immunostorm…



Lenvatinib + pembrolizumab

after the endometrial cancer success story:

Lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab in patients with advanced gastric 
cancer in the first-line or second-line setting (EPOC1706): an open-

label, single-arm, phase 2 trial

Kawazoe et al. Lancet Oncology 2020



• Background: pembrolizumab, an anti-PD-1 antibody, results in tumour response in around 15% of pts with 
advanced gastric cancer who have a PD-L1 CPS of at least 1. Lenvatinib, a multikinase inhibitor of VEGF 
receptors and other receptor tyrosine kinases, substantially decreased tumour-associated macrophages and 
increased infiltration of CD8 T-cells, resulting in enhanced anti-tumour activity of PD-1 inhibitors in an in-vivo 
model. We aimed to assess the combination of lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab in pts with advanced gastric 
cancer in a phase 2 study.

• Methods: this study was an open-label, single-arm, phase 2 trial undertaken at the National Cancer Center 
Hospital East (Chiba, Japan). Eligible pts were aged 20 years or older and had metastatic or recurrent 
adenocarcinoma of the stomach or gastro-oesophageal junction, an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group 
performance status of 0 or 1, and measurable disease according to the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid 
Tumors (RECIST version 1.1), irrespective of the number of previous lines of treatment. Pts received 20 mg oral 
lenvatinib daily plus 200 mg intravenous pembrolizumab every 3 weeks until disease progression, development 
of intolerable toxicity, or withdrawal of consent. The primary endpoint was objective response rate according 
to RECIST, analysed in all pts who were eligible and received protocol treatment at least once. The safety 
analysis included all those who received protocol treatment at least once, regardless of eligibility. 

• Findings: between Oct 15, 2018, and March 25, 2019, 29 pts were enrolled in the first-line or second-line 
settings. At data cutoff (March 20, 2020), the median follow-up was 12·6 months (IQR 10·5–14·3). 20 (69%, 
95% CI 49–85) of 29 pts had an objective response. The most common grade 3 treatment-related adverse 
events were hypertension (in 11 [38%] pts), proteinuria (five [17%]) and platelet count decrease (two [7%]). No 
grade 4 treatment-related adverse events, serious treatment-related adverse events, or treatment-related 
deaths occurred.

• Interpretation: lenvatinib plus pembrolizumab showed promising anti-tumour activity with an acceptable 
safety profile in pts with advanced gastric cancer. On the basis of these results, a confirmatory trial will be 
planned in the future.









Take from ESMO 2020 to home messages

• In metastatic gastric cancer/GEJ-tumours/esophageal adenocarcinoma: 
nivolumab + chemotherapy is on the way to the new standard therapy in 1st line, 
certainly when CPS-score ≥ 5...

• In metastatic esophageal cancer: pembrolizumab + chemotherapy is on the way 
to the new standard therapy in 1st line, certainly when CPS-score ≥ 10…

• Resected esophageal cancer/GEJ-tumours after chemoradiotherapy and not after
FLOT chemotherapy: adjuvant nivolumab makes its prudent entry, is OS today
important here or are we copycatting melanoma?

• Lenvatinib+pembrolizumab combination enters promisingly the field of 
metastatic gastric cancer: the earlier the better?




